
¬ ��— Select the most accurate answer and fill in the blanks 

(01) The unit which a person becomes a member by birth is the ..................................... (school / family / 

preschool)

(02)  The pride that you develop in you about better qualities, superior behavioural patterns and your 

capabilities are known as ..................................... (self-understanding / self - confidence / self-esteem)

(03) It is quite essential to engage in a legitimate occupation to earn a sufficient income for the survival and 

................................. of the family (development / progress / protection) 

(04)  ..................................... can be taken to personal lives by reading bio-graphies (Instructions / Models / 

Advice) 

(05)  As a student , you should act with .................................... to complete your education successfully while 

overcoming the challenges (generous / strategic / determination) 

¬  If the following statements are right put a (   ) if  wrong put a  (  ) inside the brackets.   ��— ü û

(06) The bond among famiily members become strong by having close inter-relationships with each other 

             (        )     

(07)  A family which consists of a group of relatives belonging to three or more generations is a nuclear family 

             (         )

(08)  The training which needs to spend a  good life in a society is given by family    (         )

(09)  Quick anger is a quality which causes to create an aggressive situation inside a person   (         )

(10)  A good becomes cheap when there is a scarcity in the market      (         )

Ÿ ��—�Underline the correct answer in the questions 11 to 15

(11) Your father’s elder brother’s wife is, 

 1. Loku Nenda    3. Punchi Amma 

 2. Loku amma    4. Kudamma 

(12)  What is a right which you again from your family from the following?

 1. Provision of religious education 

 2. Development of competencies 

 3. Doing a job 

 4. Provision of food and nutrition   
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(13)  What is the reaction which is shown by a sad person from the following ?
 1. Cheering   3. Faded face 
 2. Clapping    4. Scolding 

(14)  The answer which includes the long term life goals is,
 1. Getting 9A s at O/L examination, getting through A/L and entering to the university 
 2. Being a prefect, Become a national level sportsman 
 3. Being a class monitor, Entering to the school band 
 4. Becoming the first in the class, Being a prefect 

(15)  What is the answer which includes the way which an intelligent consumer acts when he or she buys 
a good ?

 1. Buying goods which are high in quality to a low price. 
 2. Buying goods which are low in quality to a high price. 
 3. Buying goods which are high in quality to a high price. 
 4. Buying goods which are low in quality to a low price. 

¬ Answer the questions 16 to 20 using given pictures ��—

      (16) Write two tasks done in the situation in picture A

      1. ......................................................

      

      2. .....................................................

   A

(17)  Write two accidents which can  be happened during above situations.

  1. .............................................   2..........................................

 

    B     C
(18)  Name the religious places given in pictures B and C.
  B .....................................
  C ....................................

(19)  Name the religions related to the above places. 
  B .....................................
  C ....................................

(20)  Name the religious books related to the above religions. 
  B .....................................
  C ....................................
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Part II 

¬ 1st question is compulsory 

¬ Answer five questions including the first question and another four questions 

(01) (I) Name the emotions for the following pictures      (04 marks)

  A............................... B.............................. C........................... D.................................

 (2)  Write four methods, that can be taken to control the unfavourable emotions  (04marks)

  1. ......................................  3. .....................................

  2. .......................................  4. .....................................

 

 (3)    

   A   B

Write two employments for each situations given in the pictures A and B     (04marks)

  A  1. ......................................  B  1. .....................................

       2. .......................................       2. .....................................

 4)  Write four features, that can be seen in the production in packages.    (04marks)

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

  4. .........................................

(02)

   A    B

 (1) Name the family units given in picture A and B.      (02 marks) 

  1. ..............................................

  2. .............................................

 (2)  Write three common features that can be seen in a family.    (03 marks) 

   1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................
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 (3)  Complete following table using the rights and duties of you to the family (06m) 

 

(03)  (1)  If your objective is to gain high marks for every subject from Grade seven term test, write 

three  methods which you should take to achieve it.     (03 marks) 

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

 (2)  Write three matters which you should concern when selecting suitable objectives (03 marks)

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

 (3)  

 There are some qualities of people mentioned in the above cage. Select and write the qualities which help 

people to build up self-esteem         (05marks)

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

  4. .........................................

  5. .......................................

 (4)  (1) Write two of each institutions which help you to inculcate good qualities in you (04m) 

      1. .......................................

  Religious Places 

      2. ......................................

      1. .......................................

  School 

      2. ......................................

 (2)  Write three qualities of an intimate friend        (03marks) 

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

Rights that receive to you from family Duties that should be fulfilled by 

you to the family 

1. 

2. 

3.

1. 

2. 

3.

generosity / quick tempered / truthfulness / taking correct decisions / selfishness / 

listening to others / aggressiveness / honesty 
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 (3)  Write four methods which you follow to spend leisure fruitfully   (04marks)

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

  4. .......................................

(05)  (1)  Match A and B correctly                       (05marks)

     A                  B

  Sport      Controlling emotions 

  Library      Engaging in bad deeds

  Singing songs      Pancha 

  An indoor sport     Improving knowledge 

  Associating bad friend     Accept victory and defeat

  (2) Parents are in abroad / Using technical equipments / Both parents are engaging in jobs 

  / Leisure is less / Attitudes of neighbours / Creative thinking

 Select and write three challenges which are faced by present family units    (03marks) 

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

 (3) write three unfavouarble results of not controlling emotions properly (03m)

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

(06)  (1) Write three traditions of a family (03m) 

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

 (2) Write four occassions which you work with neighbours co-operatively   (04marks)

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

  4. .......................................

 (3) Write four qualities which you can improve by working with neighbour   (04marks)

  1. ......................................

  2. ........................................

  3. .......................................

  4. .......................................

(07) Complete the puzzle using given clues        (11 marks) 

 Across

 4. A  favourable institution which affects the successful life of a person.

 5. A non- communicable disease.

 6.Diviation of these things is a common feature of a family.

 8.A long term objective 

 9.This can be gained by reading books.
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 Down
 1.These things are given by religious institutions.
 4.This kind of life style is a quality of a good person.
 3.This kind of knowledge receive by living as a member of a family.
 7.The  elder daughter of Bappa.
 10.A nobel quality which every person should have. 
 11.A good quality of children which do for elders.
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1).Family  11).II
2).Self -esteem 12).IV
3).Progress  13).III
4).Models  14).I
5).Determination  15).I
6).    16).Weeding / Sweeping / Cutting trees ü
7).    17).Assign marks for correct answersû
8).    18).A-Hindu religious observances          B- Muslim mosque ü
9).    19).A- Hinduism  B-Islam ü
10).    20).A-Vedic book   B-Alkuranû

 Part II
1). 1). A-happiness B-Sorrow C-Fear  D-Anger 
 2).-Religious activities
     -Speaking with friends
     -Engaging in aesthetic activities 
     -Growing flowers 
     -Engaging in sports.
 3).A-Fishing / Selling fish / Salmon production / Dryfish industry  
     B-doctors / nurses / attendants / x- ray officers 
 4).Date of manufacture / Date of expiary / Weight / Ingredients / Retail price 
2). 1) A- nuclear family 
     B-  extended family  
 2)-Built up on the basis of kinship 
    -Members live in one home 
    -Close relationship amon family members (page 5)
 3).Rights 
    -Providing food and nutrition 
    -Providing health facilities
    -Love, affection and compassion of the parents 
    -Protection and security of the parents 
      Duties
    -Looking after parents 
    -Taking care of younger sisters and brothers 
    -Protecting money 
    -Assisting parents’ work
    -Taking leadership when parents are absent 
(03)  1)  - Attending school daily 
      - Obeying teachers 
  - Working according to a timetable 
  - Doing expercises always 
 2) - Selecting objectives which are related your talents and skills
  - Identifying the unsuitable things
  - Avoid the unsuitable thing without hesitation 

 3) generosity / truthfulness / taking correct decisions / listening to others / honesty 

(04)  1)  Religion institutions 
  Provide religious knowledge / introducing morals / give marks for correct answers 
  school 
  Provision of proper education / practice morals(give marks for correct answers) 
 2)  Showing good and bad 
  Always engaging in good deeds 
  Help in trouble
  Taking from wrong deed  
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 3)  Engaging in aesthetic activities 
  Reading books 
  Listening to good media programmes 
  Engaging in beautifying the enviroment 

(05) 1)  Sport  -  Accept victory and defeat 
  Library -  Improving knowledge 
  Singing songs - Controlling emotions 
  An indoor sports  -  Pancha 
  Associating bad friends - Engaging in bad deeds 
 2)  Parents are working in abroad 
  Both parents are doing work 
  Leisure is less 
 3)  Collapsing mental health 
  Collapsing physical health 
  Family life is bungled 
  Become a discusting person to the society 
(06) 1) Engaging in religious observances daily 
  Not leaving home 
  Taking meal together 
 2)  In public occassions 
  In shramadanas 
  In farming activities 
  In alms givings 
  In funerals 
 3) unity / brotherhood / co-existence / patience / listen  well / respect  others 
(07)   Across    Down 
  4 - School    1 - Dhamma Knowledge 
  5 - heart diseases   4 - simple 
  6 - resources    3 - hereditary 
  8 - teaching    7 - sister 
  9 - knowledge    10 - patience   11 - respect   
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